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Any action RPG stands out because it remains fun due to its story or fun gameplay mechanics and Inotia. The developers of the game Inotya Design very carefully approached the implementation of the chosen concept. In the
game, as in any project from a game company that produces games, there are two components: game mechanics and story. All levels of Inotii are just built on the game of these two components. If you understand everything about
the plot, what else can you learn in the game? This is not interesting, because you came to this game for action, not for puzzles.Boring? And those levels where you literally have to shoot, blow up and let fireballs shoot down
arrows, how exciting and surprising with their unusualness? Agree, this is not at all like a standard game like XCOM or Battlefield. For the first time, Inotiya officially announced itself in 2010, on the game website roguelike.com,
a Charm modification was published, which allowed changing elements and "capturing" some of them. In 2010, a section dedicated to additions to the game appeared on the main page of the site. Since then, the roster has
expanded, adding new units and classes of fighters, as well as new gameplay elements such as crafting and confrontation between the two opposing sides. The map system (Decktop) deserves special attention, which significantly
expanded the game universe and taught players to the idea of â€‹â€‹long and exciting journeys through locations. Today, maps are updated as new interesting objects and innovations appear. The appearance of new games
Daggerfall, Inotnya, Battlefield and BloodRage has already managed to influence the gameplay. In Inotiya Design, the player can choose between a "corner" of strategy and a "world" in which the protagonist has to fight opponents
while "defending" his territory from enemies. I found and appreciated an interesting game for myself. And today I found another online game - Inotiaspiration, in which, unlike Inotiumen werwerpousener, you can attack and
defeat enemies (all, regardless of your level) and create your own, besides playing for survival, but you canâ€™t destroy everyone by creating an enemy, as written in the description. Found the game at 2: A Wanderer of Luone is
a Role Playing, Isometric Perspective and Single-player video game published by Com2uS Corp for iOS. It proposes to explore the beyond, guided by the words on the screen - they are pronounced by the characters moving after
you. Thus, you are transported from one location to another, returning from where something most important happened. Thanks to the unique surroundings, the player who has been in this unusual game becomes an avid traveler.
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